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Abstract--The main contribution of this paper is an algorithm 
for integrating motion planning and simultaneous localisation 
and mapping (SLAM).  Accuracy of the maps and the robot 
locations computed using SLAM is strongly dependent on the 
characteristics of the environment, for example feature density, 
as well as the speed and direction of motion of the robot.  
Appropriate control of the robot motion is particularly 
important in bearing-only SLAM, where the information from a 
moving sensor is essential. In this paper a near minimum time 
path planning algorithm with a finite planning horizon is 
proposed for bearing-only SLAM.  The objective of the algorithm 
is to achieve a predefined mapping precision while maintaining 
acceptable vehicle location uncertainty in the minimum time.  
Simulation results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. 
Index Terms — Simultanenous locallisation and mapping, 
bearing only sensing, optimisation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) is a key 
requirement in exploration where neither the location of the 
robot nor the map of the environment is known.  In this 
situation, a robot needs to perform the task of identifying its 
own position (localisation) as well as identifying the locations 
of the landmarks in the environment (mapping).  SLAM has 
attracted significant attention in the past few years and a wide 
range of techniques have been reported for solving this 
problem [1]-[5].  In much of the literature, the robot is 
assumed to have sensors that are capable of measuring both 
the ranges and the bearings of the objects in the environment.   
Although range-bearing sensors are widely available and 
are becoming more affordable in price, bearing-only sensors 
(such as cameras or radio direction finders) are attractive in 
many practical applications.    Bearing-only sensing has been 
studied extensively in the past, particularly in the area of 
target tracking. For example, in [6] the performance of the two 
well-known algorithms for bearing-only target location, 
namely the maximum likelihood and Stansfield estimators, is 
compared. In [7] the discrete-time observability in bearing-
only tracking is studied.  More importantly, it suggested that 
an optimal path could be determined for the observer by using 
the Fisher information matrix (FIM).  Similar work is also 
reported in [8] where a direct numerical scheme for optimal 
control is used to control the observer in order to achieve the 
maximal information, which is defined as the determinant of 
the FIM.  This work has also demonstrated the flexibility of 
the algorithm to include constraints on the observer 
trajectories. 
The use of bearings-only sensors in SLAM has also been 
reported.  In [9], a constrained initialisation method is 
introduced for bearing-only SLAM.  This method delays the 
initialisation process until such a stage when the stored sensor 
information is sufficient to form a well-conditioned estimation 
of the target.  In [10], a modified particle filter is used to 
perform the bearing-only SLAM.  Although this method 
produces satisfactory results, the computational cost is high.  
A new initialisation technique is introduced in [11] which 
utilises the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) method 
[12] to determine the initial positions of the objects from a 
small number of hypotheses.  In an airborne application [13], 
the relative distance to landmarks is computed by 
measurements obtained from inertia sensors mounted on an 
aircraft. 
To achieve bearing-only SLAM effectively and efficiently, 
the path that a robot follows needs to be controlled 
appropriately.  This is because that in a bearing-only SLAM, 
the motion of the robot is essential to improve the quality of 
landmark initialization as well as the accuracy of the landmark 
locations estimation as the landmarks must be observed from 
different viewpoints.  As demonstrated in [7] and [8], the 
paths that the observer takes have a significant effect on the 
quality of bearing-only observation.  In SLAM applications 
reported in [1] and [2] robots are either following predefined 
paths or are manually operated.  In [14], a hand-held camera is 
used as the sensor making measurements to landmarks where 
some control on the sensor path can be exercised. 
Alternatively, active control on the sensor [15] may be 
implemented instead of manoeuvring the mobile platform. 
There is very little work being reported in the area of 
designing a robot path for the SLAM applications until 
recently.  In [16] a path planner is used to achieve a maximum 
information gathering.  In this work, Fisher information of the 
system is used as the objective function in the optimal path 
planning.  This, however, is only based on the immediate 
measure of the Fisher information.  Therefore it is a ‘greedy’ 
approach that can only achieve a local optimality.  
In [17], an integrated exploration technique is proposed 
where the SLAM quality is included as one of the three 
utilities in planing exploration.  In [18], a time-optimal control 
method is introduced for SLAM by using the dynamic 
programming approach.  The effectiveness of the method is 
demonstrated by the SLAM in a corridor-like environment.  
The necessity of path planning in SLAM is further studied in 
[19] in terms of information gain/loss and a variant of 
nonlinear model predictive control is suggested for the multi-
step look-ahead path planning of SLAM. However, the above-
mentioned methods all use range and bearing sensors for 
SLAM. 
To the best of authors’ knowledge, the path planning for 
SLAM with bearings-only sensors has only been reported 
recently in [20] (after the submission of this paper). It is 
concluded in [20] that maximising the information gain in this 
type of problems could lead to possible unstable map updates,. 
This paper suggests  an exploration policy based on Voronoi 
graph to enhance the stability. The issues related to the 
initialization of landmarks, which is a key issue in bearing-
only SLAM, is not considered in the proposed path planing 
technique.  
In this paper, a near minimum time path planning method 
is introduced for bearing-only SLAM.  The proposed 
algorithm generates control signals, i.e., velocities and turn 
rates of the robot over a finite time horizon.  These control 
signals are computed such that the maximum uncertainty in 
robot and feature locations is below prescribed limits. The 
constraints on the robot performance such as maximum 
velocity and turn rate are also considered in the planning 
process. 
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, following 
the review of the EKF based bearing-only SLAM, the near 
minimum time path planning method is introduced.  In section 
3, simulation results are provided to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method.  The conclusions and 
discussions are given in section 4. 
II. TIME-OPTIMAL PATH PLANNING FOR BEARING- ONLY 
SLAM 
A. The Bearing-Only SLAM Algorithm 
This section reviews the extended Kalman filter (EKF) 
based SLAM algorithm introduced in [1].  In particular, 
SLAM in the context of bearing-only sensors in a 2-D 
environment is explained, in order to define the terminology 
and notations required for later sections. 
In the SLAM problem, the state vectors that represent the 
robot and the ith landmark are denoted by vX  and miX .  In 
particular, they can be expressed as: 
T
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where xv, and yv are the robot’s location in Cartesian 
coordinates, φv is the robot heading with respect to the positive 
x-direction, xmi, ymi represents the ith landmark’s location, and 
N is the total number of landmarks contained in the map.  Fig 
1 depicts this scenario.  
The discrete-time dynamic model of the robot at time 
instance k can be stated as: 
))(),(),1(()( knkukXFkX vvv −=  (1) 
where Xv(k) and Xv(k-1) are the robot’s states at time k and 
(k-1), Fv(.) is the robot nonlinear state transition function, u(k) 
is the control action applied to the robot at time k, and n(k) is 
the control noise at time k.  It is assumed in this equation that 
the vehicle modelling noise is only introduced by the noise in 
the control signal. 
The locations of the landmarks, Xmi, are assumed to be 
stationary.  Therefore, the state equation of the landmark can 











Fig. 1. The robot and the landmarks in the environment. 
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The state equation of the system can be stated as: 
))(),(),1(()( knkukXFkX −=   (4) 





































MM  (5) 
The observation model is: 
)())(()( knkXhkz z+=   (6) 
where z(k) is the sensor measurement of the system state 
X(k), h(.) is the transformation function that relates the system 
state to the sensor output z(k), and nz(k) is the measurement 
noise at time k.  In particular, when the bearing-only sensors 
are used to measure the locations of the landmarks, the 





































































MM  (7) 
where θi is the angle between the robot heading and the ith 
landmark when measured from the centre of the robot, as 
depicted in Fig 1. 
If we assume that the system control noise n(k) and nz(k) 
are Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance of Σ and R, 
respectively, then the extended Kalman filter (EKF) can be 
used to solve the SLAM problem. 
The EKF uses the linearised system and measurement 
equations to predict the system states.  Particularly, the 
filtering process is achieved in the following steps: 
By using (5) the system state can be estimated as: 
))(),1(~()(ˆ kukXFkX −=   (8) 
In (8), the )1(~ −kX  represents the updated system state at 
time k-1, see (12). For k = 1, )0(~X  is the initial system state.  
In addition, the system covariance matrix P(k) can be 
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where, vx XFF v ∂∂=∇ /  and uFFu ∂∂=∇ / .   
The Kalman gain K can be calculated as: 
1)(ˆ −∇= ShkPK Tx   (10) 
where, Xhhx ∂∂=∇ / , S is the covariance of the innovation 
(the difference between the observation and the estimated 
observation) given by: 
RhkPhS Txx +∇∇= )(ˆ   (11) 
The updated system state )(~ kX , is given by: 
)))(ˆ()(()(ˆ)(~ kXhkzKkXkX −+=  (12) 
The updated system covariance matrix P is: 
TKSKkPkP −= )(ˆ)(   (13) 
The detailed description of EKF based SLAM method can 
be found in a number of recent publications including [1]. 
  One of the difficulties in bearing-only SLAM is the 
landmark initialisation issue.  There are a number of methods 
available to deal with this problem.  In this paper the multi-
hypothesis approach introduced in [8] is used.  This method is 
based on the sequential probability ratio test and has been 
demonstrated to be computationally efficient. 
B. Near Minimum Time Path Planning in SLAM 
This section deals with the main contribution of this paper; 
i.e., how the robot should be controlled during the SLAM 
process in order to achieve a prescribed objective.  The quality 
of the SLAM outcome can be measured by the quality of the 
map, the overall time used to obtain the map of a certain 
quality and the maximum uncertainty in the robot location. 
In this section an algorithm to obtain the near minimum 
time paths for the robot such that the robot starts from an 
initial position and moves such that the uncertainty in the 
robot location is maintained to be within a prescribed limit and 
the final uncertainties of all the visible landmarks are within a 
preset tolerance. 
In particular, the optimisation process is carried out in two 
phases: First, the robot path is only planned by a locally 
optimal (‘greedy’) planner that moves the robot in a direction 
that maximises the reduction of the map uncertainty (the 
covariance matrix P in (13)) while maintaining the robot 
localisation uncertainty within a set limit.  Once, the map 
uncertainty is reduced to a preset level, the second phase of 
the optimal path planning is used to derive an overall time-
optimal path.  The following describes these two steps in 
detail. 
1)Local Optimal (‘Greedy’) Path Planning 
When a bearing-only sensor is used, there is insufficient 
information at the beginning on the SLAM process to obtain 
an estimate of the feature locations.  Once the robot starts to 
move, bearing-only observations from different vantage points 
can be used to initialise the feature locations.  The ability to 
predict the outcomes of the SLAM process when a certain set 
of control actions are taken is essential for any optimisation 
algorithm to succeed.  However, this is not possible without a 
reasonable knowledge about the landmark locations, which is 
the case in the initial stages of the bearing only SLAM 
process.  In this situation, a locally optimal action that is 
determined through the gradients of the objective function is 
the most appropriate.  Once the feature locations are known 
such that the long term predictions are more realistic, the 
planning horizon of the optimisation process can be increased. 
To minimise the covariance P(k) in (13), the information 
matrix, i.e., the covariance inverse P(k)-1, is commonly used 
[16].  The information matrix can be calculated as: 
x
T
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where the superscript –1 indicates the inverse of the matrix or 
the variable.  the locally optimal ‘greedy’ path planning 
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where .  is the Frobenius norm of the matrix, v(k) and γ(k) 
are the control inputs that represent the velocity and steering 
rate of the robot at time k, vmax, γmin and γmax are the limits of 
control velocity and steering rate, Probot(k) is the robot 
localisation uncertainty at time k, which is the first 3x3 sub-
matrix in the P(k) matrix, and δ is the allowed robot 
localisation uncertainty.  This process will continue till the 
P  of every landmark is below a preset level of δmg.  
It is assumed that the control signals to the robot, i.e., the 
robot velocity and steering rate, can be changed 
instantaneously.  This assumption can be relaxed at the cost of 
increased computational complexity. 
2)Near Minimum Time Path Planning 
Once the ‘greedy’ approach minimises the P  to the 
predefined level, using a longer planning horizon becomes 
realistic. Now the objective becomes achieving predefined 
map accuracy within the shortest possible time.  Once again, it 
is assumed that the robot velocity and the velocity of the 
steering angle are bounded but can be changed 
instantaneously.  Therefore, during the optimisation process, 
these control inputs are parameterized using a set of piecewise 
constants.  Under these conditions, the problem of obtaining 
the time optimal trajectories for SLAM using bearing-only 
sensors can be formulated as: 
Find the vehicle velocity v(t) and the steering velocity γ(t), 
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subject to constraints: 
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and the final conditions: 
 NitPtP mfmirobotfrobot ,,1)(,)( L=≤≤ δδ  (18) 
are satisfied. 
It is clear that the time-optimal control problem is to find a 
set of control inputs over a time period of tf, such that at time tf 
the localisation uncertainty of the robot is within a preset 
value of δrobot and the uncertainties of all landmark mapping 
are below a preset value of δm. 
Note that the estimation equations and the final time tf are 
implicitly incorporated into the final conditions.  The final 
time tf can be introduced into the estimation equations using 
normalised time τ, defined as: τ=t/tf.  In addition, the robot 
velocity and the steering velocity of the robot, expressed as a 
function of τ are parameterised using a set of piece-wise 
constants σj1 and σj2 can be written as: 
)],())1(([)( 1 δτδτστ jfjfv j −−−−=   
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where j = 1, . . ., Np, δ = 1/Np, Np is the number of partitions 
used in the approximation, and f denotes the unit step function.  
Now the robot’s localisation and mapping uncertainties can be 
obtained in terms of τ, σj1 and σj2.  The accuracy of the 
approximation can be improved by increasing the number of 
partitions Np, but this will result in an increase in 
computational time required for obtaining time-optimal 
trajectories. 
Now the near minimum time path planning problem 
becomes one of finding a suitable set of values for σj1 and σj2 
such that constraints are satisfied and tf is minimised.  This 
can be achieved by using one of many techniques described in 
the literature for solving constrained nonlinear optimisation 
problems.  In this paper the constrained minimisation routine 
(function fmincon) based on sequential quadratic 
programming available in MATLAB was used [21].  This type 
of optimisation techniques has also been used effectively in 
time-optimal control of robot manipulators [22] [23]. 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To examine the effectiveness of the proposed method, a 
robot that has a differential driving mechanism, performing 
bearing-only SLAM is simulated.  By using the velocity, v, of 
the robot and the turning rate γ  of the steering as the control 
for the robot with a sampling rate of ∆t, the robot’s equation 















































To carry out the simulation, it is assumed that the robot has 
a bearing-only sensor that has a 180° view.  Furthermore, the 
robot’s maximum velocity and the steering rate limits vmax, γmin 
and γmax are set to be 0.1m/sec and sec/5o±  respectively.  In 
the environment where the SLAM is to be carried out, the 
robot is assumed to be able to observe all 5 landmarks.  It is 
also assumed that the environment is free of obstacles. 
As stated in section II B, the ‘greedy’ path planning is 
carried out at the beginning of the SLAM process until the 
uncertainty of the landmarks is below 0.4 m2, i.e., δmg is set to 
be 0.4 m2.  At the completion of the ‘greedy’ only control the 
SLAM results are shown in Fig 3. 
Then the proposed near minimum time path planning 
strategy is used to obtain the overall control signals to achieve 
acceptable SLAM quality in a minimum time.  During the 
optimisation process, the partition number Np is set to 20.  The δrobot and δm in (18) are set to 0.01 m2 and 0.04 m2 respectively.  
The final map obtained by using the planned optimal control 
signals to control the robot can be seen in Fig 4.  The time 
taken for the robot to achieve such a map is 82.8 seconds.  
This time includes the 13.1 seconds used in the ‘greedy” only 
control phase.  The overall control signals generated in the 
two optimal control phases are shown in Fig 5, while in Figs 6 
and 7, the estimates of the errors for location of the robot and 
the landmarks are given, respectively. 
 
Fig. 2  The robot workspace that includes landmarks. 
 
Fig. 3.  The SLAM results after greedy control 
 
Fig. 4.  The SLAM results at the completion of the time-optimal control. 
 
Fig. 5.  The total control action of the proposed optimal controller. 
The changes of the error covariance for the robot and the 
landmarks are shown in Figs 8 and 9.  As shown in Fig 9, with 
the exception of one, all landmarks’ final covariance at tf are 
within the set value of 0.04 m2.  The reason for the final 
mapping uncertainty to exceed the preset value is possibly the 
fact that during the computation of the optimal control actions, 
the exact locations of the landmarks are not known.  Thus the 
exact values of the constraints can not be computed at the 
beginning of the optimisation process.  In fact, this highlights 
the need for the gradient based solution with effectively zero 
planning horizon in the initial stages of the optimisation 
process, as it is clearly essential to recompute the optimal 
control actions once it is apparent that the conditions under 
which they were computed have changed.  
 
Fig. 6. Errors in the estimated robot location and the associated covariances.. 
 
Fig. 7.  The estimation errors of the landmarks locations. 
 
Fig. 8.   The robot location accuracy robotP . 
 
Fig. 9.  Landmark location accuracy miP . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In a real world scenario, it is important to control the 
actions of the robot in order to achieve good quality maps.  
This is particularly important in the case of SLAM using 
bearing only sensors.  In this paper a near minimum time path 
planning method for SLAM is introduced.  The effectiveness 
of the proposed method is demonstrated by computer 
simulations.  It is shown that the proposed method gives a 
reasonable result, although further work is required to verify 
its operation in a real-life environment.  Current simulations 
are conducted using MATLAB.  The next step of the project 
will be to migrate this algorithm to the C++ so that an indoor 
Pioneer robot equipped with a camera can be used for 
experiments. 
In addition, the proposed method is implemented under the 
assumption that all landmarks (features) are visible once the 
robot starts moving.  It is also assumed that when the robot is 
moving along the planed near minimum time path no new 
features will be discovered.  These situations refer to the 
scenario when the map of a given local region needs to be 
improved before the robot moves on.  For example, when the 
robot visits an office room it may be desirable for it to leave 
the room only after it has obtained a sufficiently accurate map.   
Therefore, the proposed algorithm deals only with the first 
step in active SLAM.  Clearly, as the robot explores an 
environment new landmarks will appear at unknown locations, 
thus any plans generated using the landmarks already 
observed become suboptimal.  One possible way to overcome 
this shortcoming is to use the model predictive control 
strategy as suggested in [19].  Another strategy is to restart 
planning when the environment is “sufficiently” different 
from the map used for generating the path.  Moreover, the 
need for localisation accuracy needs to be balanced against the 
desire for exploration.  This issue is not considered in this 
paper and needs further investigation. 
Furthermore, occasional violations of the final state 
constraints stated in (18) were seen during the simulations.  
This can be overcome by either replanning or by setting the 
constraints to a tighter level, i.e., setting δm to a value that is 
smaller than the acceptable one.  While the number of 
landmarks used in this paper is small, the method does provide 
the fundamental base on which a large scaled active SLAM 
can be built.  We are currently in the process of implementing 
a large scale active SLAM strategy by incorporating the 
“replanning” method mentioned above.  
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